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We show that the WKB approximation gives the exact result in the trace
formula of \CQ
N
", which is the non-compact counterpart of CP
N
, in terms





and, especially, construct that on CQ
N
with the unitary form.
We also revisit the exact calculation of the classical patition functions of them.
1 Introduction
Recently there have been many discussions [1, 2, 3, 4] on the system in which the WKB
approximation gives the exact result (We call this fact as the \WKB-exactness") in path
integral in connection with the Duistermaat-Heckman (DH) theorem [5, 6]. As for our
work we have shown that SU(2) spin and its non-compact counterpart SU(1; 1) are the
WKB-exact in the path integral formulas constructed in terms of the spin coherent state
with discrete time method [7]. We have also shown [8, 9] the WKB-exactness of their





(the denition is given in section 4) respectively in terms of the
generalized coherent states [10] by the help of the Schwinger boson method [11].
Then there arises a question whether the WKB-exactness holds in some special co-
herent states. It is important to investigate the WKB-exactness of the same systems
in terms of other coherent states. With respect to the SU(2) spin, there is another ex-
pression, the Nielsen-Rohrlich formula [12], which is constructed in terms of the periodic
coherent state [13]. We have shown the WKB-exactness of the Nielsen-Rohrlich formula
[14] and its extension to U(N + 1) in terms of the \multi-periodic" coherent state [15]
although their handling is more delicate than that of the generalized coherent state cases.
In the srt half of this paper, we discuss the WKB-exactness in the trace formula of some
representation of U(N; 1).















(C)) skillfully, we construct the symplectic 2-form on CQ
N
by the pullback of CP (l
2
(C)). This embedding gives the unitary expression of CQ
N
.




in a unied manner.
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. The applications of DH theorem on classical systems had been already made to
the ag manifold [16]. However the exact calculation which should be compared with the
result of the stationary phase approximation is very complicated. We make an attempt




by the direct calculation and by
lifting to the Gaussian integral forms. The comparison between these two methods gives
us deep understanding of the DH theorem. We also consider the construction of the
partition function of CQ
N
by the pullback of CP (l
2
(C)).
2 Trace Formula and the WKB-Exactness of Path
Integral
In this section we show the WKB-exactness of a representation of CQ
N
. In subsection
2.1 we construct the trace formula by the help of the Schwinger boson method [11]. We
calculate the trace formula exactly in subsection 2.2. Then in subsection 2.3 we make the
WKB approximation and compare the result with that of the exact calculation.
2.1 Construction of the Trace Formula
















= diag(1;    ; 1; 1) ; (; ; ;  = 1;    ; N + 1) ; (2.1)









= K ; (K = N;N + 1;   ) : (2.2)



















































] = 0 ;
(;  = 1; 2;    ; N + 1) ; (2.4)
and the Fock space is
fjn
1






;    ; n
N+1
= 0; 1; 2;   g ;
jn
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j0; 0;    ; 0i : (2.5)









;    ; n
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The \multi-periodic" coherent state is dened by
j'i  j'
1
































































;    ; m
N







which has the periodic property
j'
1
;    ; '





;    ; '






























































































To construct a path integral formula, we rewrite the inner product (2.11), with the























































































































































































) is the initial (nal) state and T is time interval. By inserting the resolution
of unity (2.10) between each (1  it
^














































































































































where the primes of p's have been omitted and the explicit form of the inner product
(2.18) has been put in the rst equality and O(t
2
) terms, which vanish in the M !1






















































































































































































































































































































































;T ) : (2.27)






















































































This is the trace formula of CQ
N
.


























































































































































































we nd that (2.28) consists of the product of independent terms on  while (2.29) does
not.
2.2 The Exact Calculation
































































































































































































































































































(M)-integrals have been made in the second equality. Performing the
p













T + i") for the
p




















































; (0 < " < 1) ; (2.33)















2.3 The WKB Approximation




(k) = 0 ; (2.35)
for all k with the '

's are arbitrary. We consider the WKB approximation as the large
K expansion. We therefore make a change of variables such that






















































































































































































































































Comparing (2.39) and the p-expression of the trace formula (2.30), we nd that they are


















and conclude that the WKB approximation gives the exact result.





So far we have dealt with quantum mechanics. In this section we revisit the (classical)




. Especially we construct that on CQ
N
with the






































































































































































































































N  trPdP ^ dP ; (3.5)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































  diag(1; 1;    ; 1) : (3.14)
We should note that although we have used, in section 2,  = diag(1;    ; 1; 1) for



































N  tr(QdQ ^ dQ) : (3.17)
By a similar way with the CP
N
























































































































































































































. The dierence between
them is sign of denominators. The expression of CP
N
is unitary, while that of CQ
N
is
not unitary. Now we construct !
CQ
N
from unitary form with taking account of the above























































































































































































where the result of the CP
N
case, (3.8), has been put in the second equality. Hereafter
we identify l
2





























 ;    ; 

n









































































































































This result is quite the same with (3.20). The symplectic 2-form on CQ
N
has been
constructed with the unitary expression. We note that the similar discussion for CP
N
is



































the exact calculations of them directly. We also calculate them by lifting to the Gaussian
14
forms.
4.1 The Partition Function of CP
N
In this subsection we construct the partition function of CP
N
and calculate it exactly.
CP
N
is dened in (3.1).


























































































; (z)  zz
y
: (4.4)







= (z) ; (4.5)

































































<    < 
N
) : (4.8)





































































To examine the equivalence between (4.9) and the standard form of the partition




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































;    ; 
N
) to emphasize dependency on the pa-

























































































































































































































































Equation (4.22) coincides with the result of the DH theorem. In other words the DH




Next we calculate (4.9). To obtain (4.13), we perform the -integral in (4.9). Now we




















































































Of course this result coincides with (4.22). We note that (4.22) (and (4.24)) can be written
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4.2 The Partition Function of CQ
N
In this subsection we construct the partition function of CQ
N
and calculate it exactly.
CQ
N
























































































































; (z)  zz
y
 : (4.29)







= (z) ; (4.30)



















z = 1 ; (4.32)





































>    > 
N
> 0) : (4.34)
We should pay attention to the ordering of 






































































































To examine the equivalence between (4.36) and the standard form, we make a change
























; ( = 1;    ; N) : (4.37)




































































































This is the standard form of the classical partition function of CQ
N
.
















































































































; (1    N) ;
@(u
1



























































This is the exact result, which corresponds to (4.22) in CP
N
case.
Next we perform the z
0













































































This result corresponds to (4.24) in CP
N
case and, of course, coincides with (4.43). We
note that, as similar with CP
N



























0    0






















































































































4.3 The Partition Function of CQ
N
from the \Universal" Parti-
tion Function of CP (l
2
(C))
In this subsection we construct the partition function of CQ
N
by means of the notion







(C)) is dened in (3.23) and the symplectic 2-form is in (3.26). Since
22




=N !, diverges, there needs some regularization. If it


























is a regularized measure. Unfortunately we do not know whether (4.47)
can be dened, however we can dene the pullback to CQ
N
. The denition of CQ
N
is
given in (3.11) and the symplectic 2-form of CQ
N














by (3.31). Hamiltonian of CQ
N
is given in (4.34). We dene a Hamiltonian of CP (l
2
(C))
































































































































































































































































































This is nothing but tr(QH) on CQ
N














































We have examined the WKB-exactness of the trace formula of some representation of
U(N; 1) in terms of the multi-periodic coherent state as an extension of our previous works.
We will be able to examine the WKB-exactness of trace formulas in some representations
of more complex manifolds such as the ag manifold in some coherent states. However all
of the coherent states will not lead to the WKB-exactness although it holds in the same
Hamiltonian with some coherent states. It is interesting that what classes of coherent
states lead to the WKB-exactness.




directly and by lifting to the Gaussian forms. These discussions will be extended
to the Grassmann manifold straightforwardly [17]. Also it may be applied to the ag
manifold.
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Appendix
A The Proof of (2.33)
















; (0 < x < 1) ; (A.2)





































































which is the formula used in [14].
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= (r:h:s: of (4:21)) : (B.3)
C The Proof of the Closedness of !
From the property of projection, P
2
= P , the symplectic 2-form is written by
!  tr(PdP ^ dP ) = tr(PdP ^ dPP ) : (C.1)
26
The exterior derivative of it then becomes
d! = 2tr(PdP ^ dP ^ dP )
= 2tr(PdP ^ dP ^ dPP ) ; (C.2)
where P
2
= P has been used in the second equality. Further multiplying P to dP =
PdP + dPP , which is the exterior derivative of P = P
2
, we obtain
PdPP = 0 ; (C.3)
and its derivative,
PdP ^ dP = dP ^ dPP : (C.4)
Then (C.2) becomes
d! = 2tr(dP ^ dP ^ PdPP )
= 0 ; (C.5)
where (C.4) has been used in the rst equality and (C.3) has been applied in the second
equality. Thus we conclude that the symplectic 2-form ! is close. Note that the proof is
global since no any local charts do not appeared in it.
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